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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Editor,

We would like to thanks the reviewers for their pertinent comments. Please find enclosed the revised manuscript where all the comments have been considered.

- Grammar and detailed editing have been reviewed, however if you consider there is still some modifications to make, please let us know and we will be pleased to make the appropriate corrections.

- The term “researchers triangulation” has been changed for the more appropriated formulation “investigator triangulation”, this analysis method also has been explained in the text.

- We changed the concept « disclosure to others and support » which expressed two ideas for “emotional support received” and we also changed the organization of the text in this part.

- The second paragraph under gender roles has been removed.

- A new pdf for the figure 2 has been proposed.

- All the comments of Susan Seibold Simpson have been considered.

We hope that the corrections enable now the publication of the article, nevertheless if the reviewers have some new propositions we remain at your disposal for any additional modifications.

Sincerely,

Anne Guionnet